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Workshops Authors
Young people from Croatia, Poland, Spain, Makedonia,

Romania, Turkey and Portugal.

This project is funded by ERASMUS+ 
This publication has been produced with the assistance of 
the ERASMUS+ Programme of the European Union.

Action Re-loaded

Youth exchange gathered 35 young people from 7 countries

to raise awareness about the benefits of recycling, reusing of

garbage, garbage selection, and garbage removal. Also to

broaden participants knowledge and to introduce the topic

of environmental protection and sustainable development.

To tackle participants creativity and to engage them in

creating workshops and games for kids (age 6-12) related to

3R's and 7R's concept.  

This e-booklet is the product of the workshops that

participants did with kids from the primary school in Murter.

It consists of 21 games that can be used in the education of

kids related to the recycling and environmental protection.
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FISHING1
TARGET GROUP
7-9 years (group  

of 5 kids)

TIME
5 minutes per group

OBJECTIVE
To spread awareness about

the pollution of water. To

show how cleaning actions

are needed, and fun at the

same time. 

To show the importance of

education in ecological

topics from the early ages.

DESCRIPTION
Each kid gets a hook and

they have 5 minutes to

fish the garbage. The goal

is to clean up the water.

Wins who take out more

garbage. Explain to the

kids why water is better

without garbage, and

why fish are thankful for

clean water. 

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
plastic hooks and a

barrel with plastic "fish"

in water, some garbage
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LAST PENGUIN2
TARGET GROUP
9-13 years  

( 9-15 kids )

TIME
10 minutes

OBJECTIVE
To spread awareness

about climate change,

make them

experience the effect

of the climate change

and to give feedback. 

DESCRIPTION
Paint 3 circles (3 islands),

split the group into 3

smaller groups. When

the storyteller starts the

story, one circle is

removed (from whom

kids are moving to the

other 2 islands). When

the story continues,

another circle is faded

and everybody needs to

squeeze on 1 island. 

It is important to

provide a feedback 

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
tape / chalk
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STORY

Once upon a time, there were three beautiful 
islands where three groups of penguins lived happily. 
In each island, there was enough food and room 
for the penguins to be comfortable. 
But not everything was good, the penguins started 
to notice that the islands went hotter and hotter. 
They felt that water and air are becoming dirty 
too. 
Suddenly one island melted and despaired, the 
penguins quickly swam to another island to live. 
In the new situation the penguins started to feel a 
little bit uncomfortable, they had to share the food 
and the water, everything was more polluted and 
they were almost out of food. 
But the worst part is that everything continued to 
be worst and worst. The islands were hotter and 
hotter, and the water and air were polluted. 
Then another island collapse and melted, the 
penguins needed to go to the only island left! 
It was very crowded, they didn’t have enough food 
or water, they felt sad and stressed. Penguins 
didn’t know what to do anymore. 

What happen? What penguins can do if the last 
island collapse? 
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PLOKK3
TARGET GROUP

TIME
10 minutes

OBJECTIVE
To present the kids the

importance of sorting

the trash, and show

them that recycling can

be fun.

DESCRIPTION
PLOKK - a game with a

twist 

each kid throws a rock,

but instead of numbers

for the game, you have

materials that can be

recycled (paper, plastic,

caps...) 

for each throw, kids need

to pick up the material

that corresponds with the

square and then put it in

the right bin.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
chalk, trash bins  

(different colors) and

different pieces of

recyclable materials

7-9 years (group  

of 5 kids)



WATER CHALLENGE4
TARGET GROUP

TIME
15 minutes

OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION
Kids are divided into 2 groups

and they should stand in a

row. On each row, there will

be 2 buckets - one on the

beginning and one on the

end. The one at the

beginning will be full of

water. Each kid will have a

plastic cup. The first kid will

get water from the bucket

and transfer into the second

kid’s cup and the process

repeats to the last kid. The

last kid will spill the water in

the bucket. The winner will

be the group with more

water in the bucket. 

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
plastic cups, 4  

big buckets  

and water

7-13 years 
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To raise awareness

of kids about how

precious the water is,

and how we need to

consume it smartly.



RECYCLED SMILEY5
TARGET GROUP

TIME
15 minutes

OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION

The kids will use the

materials and from the

plastic caps will need to

create smileys that can

be used in some games.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
plastic caps, wool, 

balls made of

materials, 

fabric, plastic.

7-9 years 
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To teach to the kids that

they can recycle almost

everything and recreate

new things.



WATER STORY6
TARGET GROUP

TIME
5-10 minutes

OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION
Kids will sit in a circle.

Someone will read the

story and whenever they

hear the word “WATER”

they will need to pass

the chocolate to another

kid. Chocolate will get

the kid who will have it

when the story ends, but

the knowledge about

the water will be all

shared. 

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
story and chocolate

7-13 years 
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Through the story, kids

will learn more about

the importance of the

water.
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There was once a jar of fresh, clean water. Every drop of

water in the jar felt proud of being so clean and pure.

Day after day they would congratulate each other on

how clean and beautiful water drops they were. 

That was, until one day when one water drop from the

jar with water got bored with his ultra-clean existence.

He wanted to try what it was like being a dirty water

drop. The others tried to convince him out of that idea,

but he stuck to his guns. 

Hardly realizing, when the water drop came back all

dirty he turned all the other water drops in the jar into

dirty water drops too. They tried to get clean again, but

they couldn’t. They tried everything to shake off the

dirtiness. Finally, much later, someone dipped the jar in

a water fountain, and only when a lot of clean water

entered the jar, the water drops could regain their old

transparency and purity of a clean water drop.  

Now they all know that if they all want to be nice and

clean water, then each and every one of them has to

stay clean, even if they find it difficult. Putting right the

mistake of one single water drop entails a lot of work

for everyone else. 

The same happens with us and our friends. If we want

to live in a jar of clean water, each one of us will have to

be a clean water drop. None of us should try being the

dirty water drop who spoils everything. 

STORY



DIRTY JUNGLE7
TARGET GROUP

TIME
5 minutes

OBJECTIVE

two piles of waste, each

pile has  

different tipes of waste

in it

7-10 years  

(group of 6-21 kids)
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teach children to

correctly sort waste

according to sorting

containers.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
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Participants represent jungle animals (they choose

the animal by their own imagination) and they are

divided evenly into two teams that stand in two

lines. Each line has its own pile of waste that needs

to be sorted according to the container (look at the

drawing). Each player in the team chooses one

number depending on team size (example, if there

are 5 teammates, they choose numbers from 1 to 5).

The same is for the other team. When everyone has

his number, teams stand in their lines and the game

starts. Numbers are shouted, the players with the

shouted number run to the waste pile, pick

something up and run to the containers on the

other side to sort it (while doing that he/she can

make sounds as the animal he/she chose). There

should be a judge who will shout numbers and

control if the waste is being sorted correctly. The

first team to sort the whole pile of waste is the

winner.

DESCRIPTION



 OIL DROPS8
TARGET GROUP

TIME
15-20 minutes

OBJECTIVE

one ball, chalk or a stick to

make lines on the ground,

pieces of old clothes to

symbolise different teams

(not necessary)

7-14 years (group  

of 6-30 kids )
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To teach children that one drop of oil can

contaminate millions of drops of water and that we

should strive to keep our water clean.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
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The game area is separated in half by a line in the

middle which players cannot pass (look at the

drawing). Participants are divided into two teams for

each half (participants represent water droplets) and

play with a ball that represents an oil drop. The teams

are contesting against each other and each team is

trying to stay in the game with as many water

droplets as possible while being hit by the ball means

contamination (player has to pass to the

contaminated area behind the enemy team). Also, if a

player catches the ball before it hits the ground, he

stopped pollution and saved one of his friends from

the

DESCRIPTION

contaminated zone

(one player from his

team can come back

in the clean area). The

game is won when the

opposing team has no

more clean water

droplets.



WASTE MAZE9
TARGET GROUP TIME

5-15 minutes

OBJECTIVE

playing board, dices and

figurines.

8-12 years  

(group of 2-6 kids)
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To help children with

understanding from

which material is

something made of so

they could sort

correctly.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
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The game is played on a board that has areas

with waste pieces written on them (old shoes,

tissues, etc.). Each player starts on START and

tries to reach the FINISH. A player moves by

throwing a dice and can only stay in the new

area if he guesses correctly what type of waste

is the written object. To make things

interesting, some areas have „pollution“ which

send the player back on a specific area, and

some have „recycling“ which send the player

forward. Also, the player can only reach FINISH

if the dice gave him the right number (for

example, if the player needs to roll 3 to land

on FINISH, rolling more than 3 doesn't move

him).

DESCRIPTION



RIGHT THING IN THE RIGHT 
PLACE10

TARGET GROUP TIME
10-15 minutes

OBJECTIVE

trash that is filled with

three types of trash:

organic (orange peels, lime

leftovers etc.), plastic

(plastic cups, bottle tops)

and paper (paper balls),

paper flowers painted in 5

different colors

(representing the diversity

of nature), spoons

9-13 years  

(group of 10 - 20 kids)
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The purpose is to

teach kids how to sort

rubbish into the right

can and therefore

recycle, to teach them

how to distinguish

waste and recognize

that they are different

materials and that

same material should

be put together in the

can that is

determined to be the

can for that specific

material, to teach kids

that nature should be

cared for, protected

and respected.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
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Twenty (20) players stand in two rows of ten people,

two teams, standing at approximately 20 cm away from

each other. Before them is a trash can filled with three

types of rubbish; organic (orange peels, lime leftovers

etc.), paper (paper balls or other shapes) and plastic

(plastic cups, other plastic objects). Ahead of the trash

can, there are two non-player people who take out the

trash and place it on players spoon. Players on the head

of the rows hold spoons and their task is to carefully

take trash on the spoon, without dropping it on the

floor, to the right trash can that is placed  20-50 m away

from the starting point. The task is also to put the right

material in the right can. On the way to the recycling

bins, there are obstacles; beautiful flowers that mustn't

be stepped on, as they represent nature and its

beauties.  

DESCRIPTION



MY TREE11
TARGET GROUP

TIME
+/- 30 minutes

OBJECTIVE

natural materials such as

leaves, flowers, branches

etc., glue, paper with pre-

made trees and boxes for

keeping the leaves

7-9 years (kids as much

as wanted)
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The purpose is to teach

kids that you can reuse

natural waste to make art

or postcards, or any type

of artistic things you can

think of and to boost and

train artistic skills and

creativity.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION
Each kid has an

A4 paper with the

shape of a tree

without leaves. In

front of them, they

have boxes with

natural materials

like leaves, flowers

etc. They need to

decorate the tree

using their

imagination and

those materials.



PLAY IF YOU DARE12
TARGET GROUP

TIME
+/- 30 minutes

OBJECTIVE

tape, 16 cards  

(12 green/4 red)

9-13 years  

(group of 8-10 kids)
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The purpose is to

teach kids good and

bad habits about

the environment

and to learn more

about bad habits

consequences.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION
Divide kids into two teams

and the first team throws

the dice and walks the

number on the dice; each

square is counted as 1. As a

team comes to the square

they read a card: green

(good habit) and red (bad

habit). If the team steps on

a red square, they will

have a consequence for

the next row – a difficulty

(it is written on the card).

The team that arrives at

the last square wins.
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You drink Coca-cola  

using a plastic straw. 

You bring your bottle

of water from home. 

You plant a tree. 

You turn off the

water while you

brush your teeth. 

You didn't switch

off your laptop

while you weren't

using it. 

You reuse your

sibling's clothes. 

You switch the

lights off when

you leave the

room. 

You use cloth

bags for shopping

instead of plastic

one. 

You prefer using

the bicycle or

public transport

instead of the car. 

You use your

creativity to reuse

stuff, and not to

throw them away. 

You collect

garbage from the

beach. 

You wasted food

from your plate. 

You recycle. 

You eat organic

food. 

You throw

garbage  

on the street. 

You took a fast

shower. 



TRASHKET BALL13

TARGET GROUP TIME
10 minutes

OBJECTIVE

9-13 years 
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Teach children the

importance of

separating recyclable

materials.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
Hoops (either

created from

netting and plastic

or bought), 3x bins,

cans, paper, plastic,

pen and paper for

tallying the scores,

signs for each

material to go above

the bin.
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Set up the three hoops over three bins, each with a

sign for plastic, paper or cans above it. 3 teams of 3

players take turns to stand 2 meters away from the

bins and throw from buckets of mixed trash into the

bins, anything that misses the bin cannot be

collected to be rethrown. One team of 3 people

have a minute to throw as much as they can into

the bin, when the whistle is blown (or the referee

says go), when the time is up they must stop, the

trash is collected and counted. If a piece of trash is

found in the wrong bin they will be given minus 1

point, if it is in the correct bin they will be given 1

point. After the score is counted the next team will

play. After all the teams have played, the team with

the most points wins.

DESCRIPTION



NOUGHTS & 
CROSSES 14

TARGET GROUP

TIME
30 minutes

OBJECTIVE
7-9 years   

(minimum 2 players)
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To show children that

pieces of old materials

can be re-purposed

into something fun or

useful.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
Cardboard/CD cases,

tape, paint, bottle caps

or bottle lids, pens.
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Led by a teacher the children will create a

noughts and crosses board from cardboard or

CD cases, and game pieces from old bottle caps

or bottle lids. To do this they will either draw a

table with 6 squares on a piece of cardboard or

take half of a CD case and draw (or paint) the

lines on it. After this is done it should be covered

in tape if the pen was used, or waiting until the

paint has dried. For the bottle lids or caps, you

should paint 5 one color with an X on top of each

of them, and 5 another color with an O on top of

each of them. The normal rules will apply for

noughts and crosses.

DESCRIPTION



HUNGRY HUNGRY 
HUMANS15

TARGET GROUP TIME
The game keeps

going until all the

trash is collected, or

the timer runs out (2

minutes)

OBJECTIVE

9-13 years  
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To show children

that collecting trash

is important and

rewarding.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
Cardboard boxes or

laundry baskets (to

collect the trash),

plastic, cardboard, and

cans (to collect), a pen

and paper (to keep

score), some tape (to

mark the areas in

which the teams score

points).
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Minimum players for this game is 8 (+ a referee), with 4

teams of 2 or more players. In a room with a smooth

floor, each team will choose one player to be the

collector, and the other player(s) to be the pushers

and pullers. Each team will take a corner of the room

and mark it with tape across the corner to show

where their points scoring zone is. When the teams

have decided the roles of each player, the collector

will lay face down, on their belly on a piece of

cardboard with the box or laundry basket upside

down in their hands (so that they can trap the trash

underneath it) and the pushers and pullers will hold

the players legs ready to help their teammate to reach

the middle. In the middle of the 4 teams, in the

middle of the room, there will be a pile of trash. Each

team must push and pull their collector to collect as

much trash under the box as possible, dragging it

back with them to their scoring zone. The pushers

and pullers are not allowed to stop moving when the

game has started, they must continually push the

collector into the middle and then pull them straight

back, this is at the discretion of the referee and the

referee can dock points as he or she sees it fits. After

all the pieces have been collected or the timer has run

out, the referee will count the amounts of trash in

each corner and the team with the most points wins.

The trash has to be within the corner behind the tape,

anything nearby does not count.

DESCRIPTION



CATCH THE BOTTLE16
TARGET GROUP

TIME
10 minutes

OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION
9-13 years  
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To raise awareness about

pollution.

The kids will be divided

into two groups -

cleaners and polluters.

The first polluter will

throw the bottle as far

as he/she can and the

first cleaner will try to

grab the bottle and

come back to cleaners.

The polluter will need

to run a circle and

come to cleaners place.

Who comes first is the

winner.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
Plastic bottle



MIMICS17
TARGET GROUP

TIME
10-15 minutes

OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION
7-9 years  
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to raise awareness about

environment

the kids will be divided

into two groups. Then

they randomly will take a

paper related to ecology

and recycling, they will

have to mimic while the

other team tries to guess

the right answer. Each

team can try three times.

In the end, wins the team

who has more correct

answers.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
box, paper

Metal

Plastic dishes

StrawsRecycling
Organic

Public transporet

Compost
Forest

Reusing

Plastic bag

Reducing

Planting



JUMPING BINS18
TARGET GROUP TIME

5 minutes (2 minutes playing)

OBJECTIVE

7-13 years  (group of  

12 kids)
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To learn how to

select/recycle different

materials.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
3 bags (for the kids to

get inside and jump),

raw garbage materials

(3 plastics, 3 papers,

and 3 organic waste). 

DESCRIPTION
Three children are the

jumpers/bins: one is the

plastic bin, the other is the

paper bin and the last is

organic bin. They are jumping

with both legs inside a bag

while the rest of the children

are ‘garbage’ and each one of

them is holding one piece of

the garbage and standing

waiting for the bins to collect

them. The jumpers have a

limited time to ‘recycle’ as

many children as they can by

touching them, but the

jumpers can only pick the

garbage which is supposed to

go in their respective bin. 



ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUIZ!19

TARGET GROUP TIME
5-10 minutes

OBJECTIVE

7-9 years  
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To raise awareness of

the kids regarding 3Rs.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
cards with questions

(10 questions) 
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1. What does It mean to reduce? 

Solution: Use less of something, creating smaller

amounts of waste. 

2. What does it mean to reuse? 

Solution: Use something over and over again. 

3. What does it mean to recycle? 

Solution: Make something into something new. 

4. Reducing, Reusing and Recycling make the earth

cleaner. Is this true or false? 

Solution: True.  

5. Are plastic bags better for the environment than

reusable bags? 

Solution: No. 

6. Recycling is something only adults can do. 

Solution: False. 

7. What can you do with plastic cans to help the

Earth? 

Solution: Recycle them. 

8. How you reduce your water usage when you are

brushing your teeth and shower? 

Solution: Close the water while you are brushing your

teeth and taking shorter showers. 

9. Which of the following is bad for the environment

and why? Recycling, Littering, Reducing and Reusing. 

Solution: Littering. 

10. Does it take more energy to produce new paper or

to create it from recycled paper? 

Solution: To create it from raw materials. 

DESCRIPTION



RECYCLED TWISTER20
TARGET GROUP

TIME
The game keeps going

until kids want

OBJECTIVE

7-9 years  ( 3-4 

children )
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Visualize trashes and  

classify them.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
“Twister” board 

DESCRIPTION
Children are asked to put

different parts of their

body in some plastic,

organic waste, paper or

glass material of their

choice (drawn in the

board) so they learn to

identify and classify

different garbage they may

produce.



GARBAGE HUNT21
TARGET GROUP

TIME
The game keeps going

until kids want

OBJECTIVE
7-12 years  
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In this game, the aim

would be to teach kids

through hunting and

collecting different kinds

of garbage, what type of

garbage exists. Through

collecting points, which

represent how long does

it take for it to dissolve if

not taken to the recycling

center, they would learn

about the importance of

throwing trash in

designated trash cans

and negativity of littering.

MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT
paper, cigarette butts,

chewing gums, tin can,

plastic lighter/ small

pieces of plastic and

plastic bottles  
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The game is set around the idea in which children

go around an area of play and hunt hidden

garbage of a different type. The game is set to be

played outdoors with 10-20 children. Children

would be, depending on the number involved,

placed in 2 or 4 teams. This kind of setting would

ensure fun and competitive outdoor entertainment. 

DESCRIPTION

Different types of garbage will be used in the game

such as paper, newspaper, cigarette butts, chewing

gums (bought in the supermarkets), tin cans, plastic

lighter, plastic bottle. 

Garbage will be hidden around the area of the play

by game creators. 

Garbage that takes longer to dissolve in nature will

be hidden in a better place and will have a higher

value. 

Value of different types of garbage: 

Paper/Newspaper – 0.5 points 

Cigaret butts – 2 points 

Chewing gums – 5 points 

Tin can – 10 points 

Plastic lighter/ small pieces of plastic – 100 points 

Plastic bottles – 400 points 

RULES



Look deep into nature, and
then you will understand

everything better.  
 Albert Einstein 

Partners organizations:

EXPERIMENTACULO, Portugal 

KREATOR KUMANOVO, 

 former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia 

Fundatia EYP Romania, Romania 

ZWK OHP, Poland 

T.E.A.M, Turkey 

ASOCIACION CULTURAL SENDE,

Spain

Host organization:

Udruga za zaštitu prirode i okoliša te

promicanje održivog razvoja "Argonauta" 

Pijaca Društva seoske izobraženosti bb 

HR-22243 MURTER 

www.argonauta.hr 

mail@agronauta.hr 


